Introduction
by Al Stevens
al@alstevens.com
This document describes how to build a professional ventriloquist figure by using the head and hand casting kits
available from Mike Brose's Puppets and Props. We call the figure Fred. He was named by Mike's wife.

For years ventriloquists wrestled with decisions about where to get our figures. Here were our choices:
1. Buy a stock figure and have one that looks just like those used by others who made the same selection.
That's a time-proven tradition. Charlie McCarthy, Jerry Mahoney, and Danny O'Day are stock figures that
carried their ventriloquists to fame.
2. Pay the big bucks and have a figure maker design and build a custom, one-of-a-kind figure. If you have
the money and trust the creative decisions of someone else, that's a good solution.
3. Build a figure and live with the product of our artistic limitations. Many ventriloquists work successfully
with home-brew dummies.
Those were our choices for years. Now there's another one: Build a figure from a kit that features professionally
sculpted head and hands.
Sculpture is the hardest part of making a figure. The head and hands of the figure you build reflect your artistic
skills. This first hurdle prevents many ventriloquists from building their own figure. Either they doubt their skills
or know definitely that they can't do it.
The head and hand casting kits from Puppets and Props solve that problem.
Building and installing the mechanics are the next obstacle and painting the character is the third. This web site
shows you how to do those things, how to build a body, find and fit a wig, and outfit your figure in a snappy
costume.
In other words, there's no longer a good reason for you to put off making and enjoying your own ventriloquist
figure. And, along the way, you'll have some fun doing it.

But, you ask, won't my figure look just like those other ones made from the same kit? No, it won't. Everyone
makes different choices about eye color, hair style and color, flesh tone, dress, and so on. And, besides, they
aren't selling these kits by the thousands--not yet, anyway. You'll be the only kid on your block, maybe even in
your town, with a full-sized professional, high-quality ventriloquist figure made from this kit.
An essential resource for this project is Figure Making Can Be Fun, by Mike Brose. Mike answers many of your
questions and gives alternative approaches for building ventriloquist figures, including several ways to sculpt a
head, make a mold, cast the head, build the body, and various options for control mechanics.
Throughout this document I'll refer to pages in Mike's book where you can get more information and details.
This document describes one way to build Fred. Mike's book is more general giving you more options. I can't
emphasize it strongly enough: Don't even think about building a ventriloquist figure until you read Mike's book.
Throughout this document, I refer to the character being built in the male gender because that's what I'm
building. He's Fred, to me. But the kit is not restricted to a male character. With the right wig and facial painting
(and perhaps some strategic body modifications), Fred can be Freda. It's awkward to always be saying "his or
hers" and "he or she," so Fred is Fred in this document.

The Casting Kits
This is what you start with, the Head Casting Kit from Mike Brose.

He looks kind of spooky, doesn't he? Don't worry, he takes on a life and character of his own as the project
progresses.
The kit includes a jaw, head shell, trapdoor, a baggie with some brass tubes and a rod, and sheets of instructions.
The brass parts are the axle for the jaw.
You can also get a pair of Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Hands . Or you can make your own hands. Details are found
at the Hands chapter of this document.

These hands kind of look like the ends of a large person's back scratcher just now, but you'll make them look real
when you get to Painting the Hands.
You can also get a pair of Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Feet...

...and Pro Vent Figure Eyeballs...

...and a Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Body.

Read the instructions carefully. Also read Figure Making Can Be Fun cover to cover. When you think you are
ready, get started.

Materials
This is a list of materials that I refer to throughout the document. Now don't run out and go shopping and spend
a lot of money based on this list. In the first place, you might already have some of it. Or you might have things
that you can substitute. Wait until you get underway with the project to see how I'm using each of these items. If
you need something and can't find it, check the Suppliers page to see if its source is listed there. If not try asking
me or one of the other figure makers on the Ventriloquist Workshop and Worldvents discussion lists on the
Internet.
Cleaners, lubricants
Acetone or odorless mineral spirits
White lithium grease
Adhesives
Casting compound
Elmer's White Glue
Elmer's Carpenter's Glue
Zap CA glue
Two part epoxy glue
Paint
Krylon spray white primer
Acrylic artists paint
White
Cadmium Red Light
Burnt Sienna
Naples Yellow
Blue
Cadmium Red Deep
Krylon Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating
Krylon Matte Finish
Wood
1 1/4" wooden dowel (headstick)
1/4" wooden dowel (pulley axle)
3/8" wooden dowels (ribs)
1/4" thick basswood board (levers, eye platform)
1 1/2" wooden doll heads (eyeballs)
1 by 6 shelf board (shoulders and seat)
Hardware
1/16" brass rods
3/32" brass rods
1/8" brass tube
3/32" brass tube
Screw Eyes
Brass sheets
Springs
Brass nuts, bolts, washers (10-32)
18 guage copper wire
Ready made parts
Plastic irises
Plastic screen door pulley
Wig
Dry goods

Muslin
Polyester fiber stuffing
Cotton batting
Chamois cloth
Needle and thread
Nylon cord
Miscellaneous
40mm tournament ping pong ball
Modeling clay
Sheet styrene (.060)
Nylon tube
Sponge

Tools
Here is a list of the tools I used in this project.
Bench vise
Bench grinder
Drill press
Scroll or jig saw
Band saw
Table saw
Hand sander
Xacto knife
Hammer
Stapler
Tube cutter
Hacksaw
Screwdriver
Pliers
Wire cutter
Sheet metal shears
Wood chisels
Ruler
Compass
Fine, medium and coarse sandpaper
Paint brushes
Sewing machine
The list describes a well-equipped workshop for general-purpose, small scale woodworking projects. These are
the tools I used. Can you do it without having to equip a complete workshop? Sure, you can. Not everybody has
a band saw, drill press, bench grinder, and scroll saw. But everybody knows somebody who has this stuff. Unless
you live in downtown Manhattan, chances are there's a guy in your neighborhood who's into woodworking,
spending his weekends cobbling out end tables and flower boxes that nobody wants. He'd like nothing better
than to justify all that equipment by letting you use it for a worthwhile project such as Fred. A six-pack of Coors
can do wonders toward getting you into the workshop of your dreams.
And if you can't find a guy like that? Substitute hand tools for all that bench stuff. A hand drill can drill whatever
we want to drill here; it's just easier with a drill press.
But, you ask, what if I'm not even a handy person? What if I don't know how to use tools, don't know a mortice
from a Mortimer? I respond respectfully, either you are about to learn, or you ought not to be getting into stuff
like this. Get someone else to build Fred for you and spend your time more productively stealing jokes from
other ventriloquists and practicing the labials.

Suppliers
These are places where I found what I needed or that have been recommended to me. There's no guarantee that
these items will always be available when you need them. When you find something essential, I'd advise you to
buy more than enough. You never know when you'll want to build another figure.
See the Suppliers List on page 195 in Figure Making Can Be Fun for more suppliers.
The head, hands, feet, eyes, winker shells, and bodies.
Puppets and Props
Irises
15 mm blue: Mercury Plastics Corp, Brooklyn, NY - 718 498 1557
18 mm amber: CR's Crafts - 515-567-3652 (18mm Owl Eyes Part# 0425)
BJ's Craft Supplies 16mm Veined Doll Eyes (401-08 and 401-09)
Casting compounds, wood filler, lubricants and adhesives
Elmer's Glue
MagicSculp
Apoxie Sculpt
Super Glue Gel
DAP Wood Dough
Plastic Wood
White Lithium Grease
Brass rods and tubes
Hobby shops that support RC airplane builders.
Springs
AAA Screen, Window & Door Supply (Part Nos. SP 9601 and SP 9607)
Nuts, bolts, washers, nylon cord, pulleys (Sliding Screen Door Roller Assembly B-551 or 11116)
Lowe's
Ace Hardware
Home Depot
Jamestown Distributors
etc...
Dowels, shelving
Lowe's
Ace Hardware
Home Depot
Chamois cloth
Auto parts stores
Muslin, polyester fiber stuffing, cotton batting
Sewing stores
Craft stores
Styrene
Oakridge Hobbies
Wigs
Thrift shops
Lacey Costume Wigs - 800-562-9911 (has since gone out of business)
Morris Costumes - Wigs (they bought out Lacey Costume Wigs)
WigSalon.com
WowWigs.com
www.BestWig.com
Acrylic paint, Elmer's glue, brushes, knives, doll heads, dowels, sheet brass, 1/4" basswood boards, etc.

Craft shops
Hobby shops
WalMart
etc...
Ear plugs, band-aids, surgical masks, rubber gloves, aspirin, Valium, etc.
The drug store, duh.

Preparation
Okay, you have all the materials and tools, and you think you are ready to go. Maybe so, maybe not. There's
some preparation involved before you can start building, and this page describes those steps

Preparing Yourself
First, prepare yourself. This project takes time, effort, patience, and skill with hand tools. Read the entire web
site before you start. Read each procedure from beginning to end before starting, and don't start until you
understand the procedure. If something is unclear, don't start until you clear it up. Ask questions when you are
unsure.
Deal with your doubts now. You can do it. It looks complicated at first, but if you apply yourself, be patient, take
your time and are willing to make and correct mistakes, you can make a really nice professional figure from
these kits.

Preparing Your Workspaces
You'll have three workspaces. They might be the same space or they might be different spaces. But depending on
what you are doing, these three workspaces have different requirements. If you are working with limited space
you might want to schedule the project to minimize the number of times you have reconfigure your surroundings
to suit the current task.

The Construction Workshop
This is where you do all the sawing, carving, sanding, drilling, gluing, and assembly. You'll even use it for a
barbershop. This space gets dirty. You should clean it after each work session. You probably won't but you
should. You'll spend most of your time here. The work surface should be at a height to permit you the maximum
comfort as you work. You need a stool to sit on, too. Your tools should be readily accessible and well organized.
Yeah, right. Having said that, I wouldn't want you to see my workspace when I'm in the middle of a project. I've
seen the spaces of other figure makers too, amateur and professional, and none of them are the kind of orderly,
clean space I describe here. But at least I said it.
You absolutely need a pair of safety glasses. Sawing, drilling, and sanding kicks up a lot of flying fragments that
can injure your eyes. Don't even think about working without eye protection.
The Fred project does not involve using any hazardous materials, so you won't need a respirator mask or
anything exotic like that. But surgical masks are a good thing to have when you do a lot of sanding.
You need a place to hold the head while you are working on its components. You shouldn't just throw it down
anywhere. I built a simple headstick holder. It's just a block of wood with a hole slightly larger than the diameter
of the headstick. Sometimes it's in the vice as shown here, but mostly it's clamped to the workbench because I
use the vice for other things.

The Paint Room
You need a clean environment for painting. It won't stay clean and neither will you, but it should be free of
sawdust and anything else that might float around in the air and light on a freshly painted surface. Painting
outdoors is not always a good idea either if the pollen is thick.

The Sewing Center
You'll use the sewing workspace to alter the clothes, make the arms and legs, and fit the wig.
You need a flat cutting surface, a tape measure, a good pair of scissors, and, of course, a sewing machine (unless
you are willing to do a lot of hand stitching).
If you're lucky someone in the household is a good tailor or seamstress and has the necessary equipment and
space for cutting and sewing.
She might not want to help you with your project, but if you're nice to her she might let you use her sewing room
and equipment. Maybe she'll even thread a needle or two for you. (End of gender-insensitive observations.)
The sewing workspace needs to be clean. Sewing in a dirty, dusty workshop is not a good idea.

Preparing the Head, Hands and Feet
1. Read the printed instructions that accompany the kit to see how to prepare the parts.
2. Clean the head, jaw, trapdoor, hands and feet with acetone or odorless mineral spirits. Clean the head
inside and out.
3. Sand the parts lightly
4. Using the instructions as a guide, make the modifications to the head and trapdoor to install permanent
trapdoor attachment screws. This procedure involves drilling into the head's tabs and the trapdoor's inserts.
All that drilling into the casting medium makes a mess. Do it now instead of after you've installed
mechanics or done any painting.
5. Sand the hands and feet to remove the seam made when the two parts of the cast were joined.

This isn't the last time you'll clean the parts. All that handling in your workshop during construction is going to
get Fred looking really grungy. This cleaning process removes residual mold release. Later you'll have to remove
dirt.

Who Is He?
Before you go any further, give your figure a name. It doesn't have to be the name of the character that the figure
will eventually become, but he needs a name. You'll be talking to him a lot as you work. (You should probably
isolate your workspace from any children, because some of the things you will be yelling, er, saying to him and
to yourself are best said in the privacy of your own workshop.) Later, when the figure has mechanics, he will
talk back. He needs a name. Show me a figure maker who does not talk to his figures when working on them,
and I'll show you someone who is too sane, rational, and downright boring to be a figure maker.
I named this figure Fred because that's the name that Mike's wife gave the product and that's the name I like for
this guy.

The Headstick
The headstick is a 1 1/4" diameter wooden dowel 9" long. Some builders prefer PVC pipe, which also works
well. Both have advantages and disadvantages. Wood is easier to work with, but PVC is hollow allowing the
insertion of more complex control mechanisms. This project has nothing so complex, so it uses wood.
Chapter 7 starting on page 119 of Figure Making Can Be Fun provides more information on headstick design.

Control Configuration
You must determine at this time how to configure the controls on the headstick. Our project uses the results of an
informal survey of ventriloquists about their preferences. It assumes a right-handed ventriloquist and my hand
size, which is an average male (human, of course) hand. The jaw lever is under the thumb on the left side of the
headstick. The eye movement knob is at the front of the headstick about where the middle finger can operate it.
The blinker lever (which you might not be installing) is above the eye control and to the right side of the
headstick.
These procedures assume these control positions. Many things depend on this configuration, including the
lengths of tubes, rods, and string and the placement of springs, pulleys and connections inside the head.
Determine how you want to operate your figure and where the controls will be. If possible, ask other
ventriloquists to let you manipulate their figures so you can select the best configuration for your hand.
When you know which fingers are going to operate which controls, take the dowel in your hand and mark with
pencil the best locations for the control levers and knobs based on the shape, length and position of your hand
and fingers.

Keep in mind that hands and fingers have certain natural tendencies, and not everybody's hands are alike. On my
hand, if I wiggle my middle finger up and down, my index finger tends to follow along. If your hand behaves
this way and your index finger rides on the mouth control and your middle finger rides on the blinker control,
you will tend to open the figure's mouth slightly whenever you blink its eyes. It takes a lot of practice to train
your hand not to do that. It is better to choose a configuration that does not require this retraining, and this
project reflects that choice by letting the thumb operate the jaw and the index finger operate the blinkers.
These are important decisions. Once you have determined your optimal configuration and gotten underway with
the contruction, there are not many opportunities to change your mind. Get it right the first time.

Preparing the Headstick
1. Sand the headstick smooth. Always sand smooth wooden parts that you handle. It keeps you from getting
splinters.
2. Wrap masking tape around the upper end of the headstick. The headstick hole in the neck is slightly larger
than 1 1/4" in diameter. The tape gives a tight fit while you are working with the head and before you
permanently attach the headstick.

The headstick hole is slightly smaller than PVC pipe. If you are building a PVC headstick, you must ream out
the headstick hole in the neck.

Eye Control Rod Slot
This project uses a control rod rather than a lever and strings to move the eyes from side to side. The headstick
needs a slot for that rod. The rod is a brass rod that rides inside a 1/8" brass tube,
1. Cut the slot with a table or radial arm saw. The typical saw blade cuts a good width for the 1/8" tube's slot,
so you do not have to use a Dado blade. Make the slot 1/4" deep and 5" in length including the upslope
you get with the table saw.
2. If you do not have a table or radial arm saw, you can chisel the slot out. It's a lot easier with a power saw.

3. Cut a horizontal slot across the headstick to intersect with the control rod slot. This slot is for the side-toside movement of the control knob. This slot should be about 3 3/4" from the top of the headstick.

4. Mark a cross where the mouth lever goes. The vertical line represents the length of the slot into which the
lever fits. The horizontal line represents where the lever's axle goes. The lever, shown next to the
headstick in this picture, is made from 3/4" wide basswood, which you can buy in various widths and
lengths at craft and hobby stores.
Any kind of hardwood will do as well. I cut the lever out with a scroll saw and sanded the edges smooth.
One prominent figure maker makes levers from plastic toothbrush handles.
The next page has more detail on making and installing levers.

5. Cut a 3/8" wide mortice 1/2" deep for the lever slot. If you don't have a mortice attachment for your drill
press, drill 3/8" holes in the headstick the length of the slot as shown here.

6. Complete the mortice by chiseling out the slot as shown here.

7. Drill a 3/32" hole through the side of the headstick for the lever axle.

8. Make additional lever slots for any other levers you intend to install.
This project adds a lever for the blinkers, which you might not want to undertake at this time. The
procedure is the same as for the jaw lever.

Control Levers
This page explains how to make and install the control levers on the headstick for the mouth movement and,
optionally, the blinkers.
Chapter 7 Figure Making Can Be Fun provides more information on lever design starting on page 130.

Making the Lever
The moving mouth control lever mounts on the side of the headstick positioned under the thumb. The lever is
made from 1/4" thick basswood.
1. Form the lever 1 3/4" long with one end wider than the other as shown in the following picture by using a
scroll saw.
2. Drill two 1/8" holes in the lever. The hole toward the narrow end is for the control string. The hole toward
the thicker end is for the lever's axle.
3. Cut a 3/4" length of 3/32" brass rod. Cut the rod with a hacksaw and smooth the ends with a bench
grinder. This rod is the lever's axle.
4. Cut a 1/4" length of 1/8" brass tube with a tube cutter.
5. Open the ends of the piece with a 3/32" drill bit in the drill press, holding the tube piece with pliers.
6. Ensure that the axle slides smoothly into the tube.

7. Insert the tube into the hole in the lever's wide end.

Installing the Lever
Insert the lever into the headstick slot and feed the axle through the headstick's lever holes and through the axle
hole in the lever.

A Hole for the Control String
1. Drill a 3/16" hole into the headstick for the control's string. Drill at an angle starting just below where the
headstick will be visible after it is inserted in the head. Drill all the way through the top end of the dowel.

2. Sand the edges of the string hole. Use a tube of sandpaper to clean out any splinters from the hole. The
smoother the hole, the less wear it will exert on the string.
3. If you are installing blinkers, repeat this procedure for the blinker lever.
The next page explains how to install the headstick in the head.
See Installing Mechanics pages for instructions on how to connect the lever controls to the mechanics inside
the head.

Installing the Headstick
This procedure shows you how to install the completed headstick into the head. Our headstick, shown here, has
two levers, one for the mouth movement and one for the blinkers, and a slot for the moving eye control rod.

Page 131 in Figure Making Can Be Fun has more detail on headstick installation and alignment.
Installing the headstick ought to be simply a matter of gluing it into the headstick hole at the base of the neck,
but it isn't. The hole's diameter in the Fred head kit is slightly larger than that of a standard 1 1/4" wooden dowel.
You'll have to build it up somewhat.
1. Build sufficient layers of paper mache into a ridge around the end of the headstick to make it fit snugly
into the hole. Use paper towels soaked in Elmer's white glue for the paper mache. Be careful not to plug
up the levers' string holes.
2. When the ridge is of sufficient diameter and is dry, apply a final coat of Elmer's.
3. Insert the headstick into the head with the levers properly positioned.
4. Wipe off the excess glue from around the base of the neck.
5. Prop the head up under the neck with a clump of modeling clay.
6. Prop the headstick up with a piece of wood.
7. Ensure that the headstick is accurately positioned in the head and allow the glue to dry.

8. Install a large cup hook in the base of the headstick for a rubber band headstick lock.

9. If you care to autograph your creation, the headstick is a good place to do it. Use a woodburning tool to
sign your name.

Configuring the Jaw
The head kit includes brass rod and tube axle hardware. Configuring the jaw ought to consist only of installing
that hardware, but there's more to it.

Installing the Jaw Axle Tube
The kit has a long brass tube, two short brass tubes, and a brass rod. We're interested only in the long brass tube
in this procedure. We'll use the others when we install the jaw into the head in the section titled Installing
Mechanics.
The sides of the jaw are already drilled with holes for the tube.
1. Insert the long brass tube into one side hole and push it through into the other side hole.
2. Seat the tube flush with both holes.
3. Permanently bond the tube ends on the inside of the jaw with Apoxie Sculpt.

Notching the Jaw
The shape of the inner jaw gets in the way of some control mechanisms given how we have decided to configure
the headstick. Specifically, the eye movement control rod will be mounted on the front of the headstick as
described in The Headstick section. The control rod will come up vertically from the front of the headstick, past
the jaw, and into the eye movement assembly. The top and bottom parts of the back of the jaw are in the way.
You must cut away part of the jaw to make room for the control rod.
1. Before you start hacking away at the jaw, put it inside the head with the mouth closed. Mark with a pencil
where the bottom of the jaw meets the neck. You don't want the notch to come beyond this point.
Otherwise Fred will look like he has a permanent tracheotomy.
2. Use an Xacto knife to carve notches in the jaw to make room for the control rod.

String and Spring Screw Eyes
The jaw is configured for the jaw movement string to be in the center of the jaw. There is a tab at the jaw bottom
on the right where you are supposed to put a screw eye for connecting the mouth string. Our configuration puts

the string to the left. The notching procedure just described obliterates that tab. You'll have to replace it in the
proper position for a left jaw control.
1. Build up a new tab with Apoxie Sculpt.
2. Insert a screw eye into the jaw at the bottom left for the mouth control string.
3. Put a screw eye into the tab at the upper left of the jaw for the spring that holds the mouth closed.
4. Reinforce this screw eye with Apoxie Sculpt.

Eyes
This section explains the moving eye assembly. The assembly is mounted on a platform that slides into the back
of Fred's head and rests on the small shelves on either inside wall.
Page 132 in Figure Making Can Be Fun has a lot of detail about eyes and eye mechanisms.
You can build eyeballs as described here or you can purchase the Pro Vent Figure Eyeballs.

These eyeballs come complete with irises. If you decide to use these eyeballs, you can ignore the eyeball
building and painting instructions.
You need to pay attention to precision in this procedure. Proper drilling and alignment of the eyeballs is essential
to their correct operation. Consequently, when I say "exactly" in this procedure, do exactly as I say with respect
to dimensions. When I say "about," or don't say "exactly," you have some latitude.

The Eye Assembly
Following is an exploded view of the eye assembly. It uses 2" 10-32 brass bolts, six brass washers, four 10-32
brass nuts, a platform made from 1/4" (exactly) thick basswood, and a stabilizing plate made from sheet brass.

The Platform
The platform is a piece of 1/4" thick basswood.
1. Cut rectangle about 4 1/4" long by about 2" wide.
2. Round off the front corners.
3. Insert the platform into the head and ensure that there is a small amount of side-to-side play.
4. Drill two 3/16" holes in the platform for the eyeball axles. These holes must be exactly 61 mm apart,
center to center, and approximately 7/8" from either end of the platform. They are set back about 1/2"
from the front edge of the platform.

Eyeballs
The eyeballs are two 1 1/2" diameter doll heads. These heads have flat tops (from our perspective for eyeballs;
when they are used as doll heads, the flat part is on the bottom) and holes that do not go completely through the
ball.

You must redrill the holes with a 13/64" drill bit to enlarge them and to drill the hole completely through the
sphere. These holes are for the eyeball's axles. To ensure that the holes you drill are accurate:
1. Set up your drill press so that the bit descends exactly through the center of the hole in its platform base.
2. Hold the sphere in in the hole with one hand while you line up the drill bit to enter the hole exactly at the
center of the ball.
3. Keep holding that sphere tightly while you run the drill and lower the bit all the way through the existing
hole and further down through the ball.

Stabilizing Plate
Note from Mike Brose: The Stablizing Plate is actually not a necessary item. If the eye tray and pivots are made
strongly enough, it is NOT NEEDED! The Stabilizing Plate was a solution that Al came up with at the time this
tutorial was originally created. Al does not use a Stablizing Plate in the current figures that he builds.

1. Cut the stabilizing plate from sheet brass in the shape shown in the following picture. The plate is 3" x 1".
2. Form the tabs by cutting slits 3/8" long and bending the center part back and under the plate.
3. Drill two 13/64" holes in the stabilizing plate's tabs. These holes must align exactly with the axle holes in
the platform, which means they must be exactly 61 mm apart, center to center.
As shown, the stabilizing plate is not complete, just complete enough to check the assembly's alignment. You'll
be bending it when you make the synchro bar in the next procedure.

Initial Assembly
Put all the pieces together as shown in the exploded drawing at the top of this page. Don't tighten the nuts. You'll
be disassembling and reassembling this component many times before you are finished. Just draw the nuts up
tight enough so that the spheres rotate but there is no wobble or up and down play in them.

Slide the assembly into the head and ensure that the eyes are correctly positioned in the eye openings and that
each eye rotates without binding . If not, you've made an error in a measurement somewhere, and this is the time
to correct it. A common error is incorrect drilling of the holes, either in the spheres or in the platform. If that's
what happened, you'll have to dismantle the assembly and redo something.
Some head castings have a slight error in the placement of one of the side shelves. If either eye is too low in the
eye socket, build up the shelf with Apoxie Sculpt to achieve the correct positioning of the assembly.

Here's Fred with the beginnings of a set of moving eyes. He has a bit of a blank stare, doesn't he? You'll take
care of that in the next two procedures.

Synchronizer Assembly
The synchronizer assembly is the component of the moving eye assembly that keeps both eyes coordinated
(looking in the same direction) and, in this project, automatically centers the eyes when you release the eye
movement control knob on the headstick.
Page 136 in Figure Making Can Be Fun is a discussion of various synchronizer configurations. I chose the one
described beginning on page 141, Self-centering mechanism #2, to combine synchronization and self-centering.
During this procedure you will dismantle and reassemble the eye assembly several times. I assume it will be
obvious when you have to do this.

Building the Synchronizer
The synchronizer is made from two lengths of 1/16" brass rod, two stiff expansion springs, and a length of 1/4"
basswood. The following diagram shows the eye assembly exploded view with the synchronizer pieces in place.
Note from Mike Brose: The Stablizing Plate is actually not a necessary item. If the eye tray and pivots are made
strongly enough, it is NOT NEEDED! The Stabilizing Plate was a solution that Al came up with at the time this
tutorial was originally created. Al does not use a Stablizing Plate in the current figures that he builds.

1. Cut out a piece of 1/4" basswood 3" x 1/2". This piece is the synchro bar.
2. Drill holes at either end of the synchro bar. These holes must be the diameter of the expansion springs.
The holes must be exactly 61 mm apart when measured from their centers.
3. Drill two 1/16" holes through the synchro bar 3/8" apart. These holes are centered on the synchro bar
relative to the outer holes.
4. Cut the centering springs to a length of 1 1/2" each.

5. Cut a 4" length of 1/16" brass rod. Bend the rod into a U shape 3/8" wide. This rod is the eye movement
linkage rod that receives the eye control linkage described in Installing Mechanics.

6. Insert the centering springs into the outer holes of the synchro bar. Push them in until the ends are flush
with the opposite side of the synchro bar,
7. Insert the two ends of the eye movement linkage rod into the two inner holes of the synchro bar from the
side opposite where the springs are inserted.
8. Push it through until only 7/8" of the loop extends from the synchro bar.
9. Wrap the two ends of the rod around the synchro bar to hold it in place.

Drilling the Eyeballs for the Synchronizer
Drill holes 1/4" deep into the backs of the two eyeball spheres to receive the centering springs. These holes are
the same diameter as the outer holes on the synchro bar.
I built a jig to help get the spring holes at a right angle to the axle holes in the eyeball. The jig, shown here, has a
1 1/2" hole drilled out and a notch scribed on a line representing the axle. I ran a brass rod through the axle hole
and placed the sphere into the jig. The rod holds the sphere in place on the drill press's platform.

Fixed Synchro Rod
Using only the spring mechanism for synchronization sometimes causes the eyes to turn at different rotational
rates making for an odd, visually dysfunctional effect in the character like someone who is visually impaired in
one eye. To eliminate this effect, install a fixed synchro rod.
Note from Mike Brose: The Stablizing Plate and Fixed Synchro Rod are actually not necessary items. If the eye
tray and pivots are made strongly enough, the Stablizing Plate is NOT NEEDED! If the springs in the eyeballs
are stiff enough, the Fixed Synchro Rod is NOT NEEDED! The Stabilizing Plate and Fixed Synchro Rod were
solutions that Al came up with at the time this tutorial was originally created. Al does not use a Stablizing Plate
nor a Fixed Synchro Rod in the top of the eyes in the current figures that he builds.
1. Modify the stabilizer plate to make room for the fixed synchro rod and to hold the rod in place. Bend the
stabilizer plate into the shape shown in the following picture. It's easiest to do these two bends with a
bench vise.

2. Cut a 3" length of 1/16" brass rod as shown in the preceding picture.
3. Bend the ends down so that the bends are of equal length and exactly 61 mm apart. This rod is the fixed
synchro rod.

4. Drill 1/16" holes in the tops of both eyeballs directly behind the axle holes and toward the rim of the
flattened side.

Installing the Synchro Bar and Rod
1. Insert the fixed synchro rod as shown in the next picture into the holes you drilled into the eyeball tops.
2. Insert the centering springs into the holes you drilled in the backs of the eyeballs.
3. Use two-part epoxy glue and glue the springs into the synchro bar and into the backs of the eyeballs. Do
not glue the fixed synchro rod.

4. Install the stabilizer bar so that the raised edge keeps the fixed synchro rod in place inserted into the eye
tops. This assembly is Fred's moving eye assembly synchronized and self-centering.
If you're like me, you'll sit and play with this mechanism all day long. You'll see right away how the mechanism
synchronizes the eye movement and the expansion springs always return the eyeballs to the same location when
you move and release the synchro bar. Okay, now, put it down and get on with the project.

Irises
Irises are, for this discussion, the part of the eye that isn't the white. Anatomically, the part you are going to
install with this procedure includes the iris, the cornea, and the pupil, but that's too much to say every time.
Rather than be "anatomically correct," we'll just call them the "irises."

Selecting Irises
You must decide what kind of irises you want, a decision usually driven by what is available and how much
trouble you are willing to undertake. You can purchase irises (see Suppliers ) or you can make them yourself (
Making Life-like Dummy Eyes). Page 133 in Figure Making Can Be Fun has a comprehensive discussion of
your options for acquiring or manufacturing irises.
This project uses 15 mm plastic transparent blue irises which I purchased specifically for Fred. You can also use
16 mm or 18 mm irises. See the Suppliers section for where to get them.

Positioning the Irises on the Eyeballs
Next, you have to figure out where on each eyeball its iris must go. Some figure-building literature advises you
to put them perpendicular to the axle just as you did the holes for the syncro bar in the previous section. That's
too scientific for me, and it can be wrong. Perfectly placed irises can look, well, cock-eyed if the eyeball mounts
are imperfect. Here's a better way.
1. Place the eye assembly in the head on its shelves.
2. Make sure that the assembly is resting flat on the shelves just the way you are going to install it later.
3. Turn the head around.
4. Holding the assembly in place with one hand, and being careful that your grasp does not interfere with the
self-centering mechanism, mark with a pencil where you want the center of the irises to be when Fred is
looking straight ahead.

Iris Holes in the Eyeballs
1. Remove the assembly from the head and disassemble it.
2. Put a drill bit into your drill press the size of the diameter of the iris's stem. (Plastic irises have small
cylindrical stems in the back.)

3. Center the drill press platform so that the bit is lined up with the center of the platform's hole.
4. Put the eyeball in the drill press platform's hole.
5. Rotate the eyeball until the point of the bit touches the pencil mark you made on the eyeball for the iris's
position.
6. Set the drill press's vertical stops to drill a hole the distance from the face of the iris to the end of its stem.
7. Put on a heavy glove. I don't want you injuring your hand.
8. Hold the ball firmly with your gloved hand and drill the hole.
9. Put a woodboring (spade) bit into your drill press. If you are installing 15 mm irises, use a 5/8"
woodboring but. For 16 mm irises use an 11/16" woodboring bit. For 18 mm irises use a 3/4" woodboring
bit.
10. Center the drill press platform so that the center of its hole is directly below the point of the woodboring
bit.
11. Put the eyeball in the drill press platform's hole.
12. Rotate the eyeball until the point of the woodboring bit is dead center over the center of the hole you just
drilled.
13. Set the drill press's vertical stops so that you will countersink a hole deep enough that the iris, when
inserted is flush with the curvature of the eyeball.
14. Put on a heavy glove again. I still don't want you injuring your hand.
15. Hold the ball firmly with your gloved hand and drill the hole.

16. Repeat this procedure for the other eye unless, of course, you are making a one-eyed character, in which
case you better be making an eye patch.
17. Use fine sandpaper to sand the iris holes smooth.
Here's what the eyeballs look like ready to receive their irises.

Checking Out the Irises
1. Put the irises into the eyeballs (do not glue them in place).
2. Reassemble the eye assembly.

3. Put the eye assembly into Fred's head.
4. Ensure that the eyes move freely when you move the synchro bar and that they return to center when you
release the synchro bar.
5. Make sure that the eyes move far enough to either side.

If you are installing blinkers, go on to the next page.

Completing the Eye Assembly
If you are not installing blinkers you can complete the eye assembly at this time.

Painting the Eyeballs
1. Remove the irises from the eyeballs.
2. Remove the eyeballs from the eye assembly.
3. Paint the eyeballs as described in the Painting section.
4. When the eyeballs are dry, glue the irises into their holes with Elmer's glue.
5. Reassemble the eye assembly.

Final Assembly
Using two 3/8" ignition wrenches, tighten the two nuts against one another so that the eyes move freely but there
is no wobble or up and down motion of the eyeballs.

Blinkers
This procedure explains how to make and install shell blinkers in Fred. Installing blinkers is one of the most
daunting tasks a figure maker faces. If this is your first figure making project you might want to bypass this
feature. But, if you are adventurous and you absolutely must have shell blinkers on your figure, continue with
this procedure.
Page 145 in Figure Making Can Be Fun has a discussion of winkers and blinkers.
This project installs blinkers and not winkers. Winkers allow you to wink one eye independently of the other,
which complicates the control linkage substantially. The initial assembly described would support that feature if
you want to depart from these instructions at that time, but once you install the linkage described here, the
blinkers are not able to be winkers.
Some people prefer leather blinkers. If you are one of those people, read the tutorial Leather Blinkers (on
Puppets and Props website) to see if that's the way you'd rather go. If so, skip this procedure, try that one, and
then go on to the next page.
This is another of those places where precision is of utmost importance. If you don't get it right, the blinkers
won't work. You might even compromise the moving eye feature. But don't worry. Each of these steps is
reversible. I won't tell you to do anything that can't be undone.
If there is a point of no return, it might be the procedure, Modifying the Eye Openings (below), where you
carve the eye openings a bit wider at the top to make room for the blinkers. That's right, you're going to cut into
Fred's face in this procedure. But even that intrusive operation can be undone if you are willing to resculpt the
original eye openings with a casting compound.
If you're unsure about what to do and want my advice, here it is: Go for it. If you weren't the adventurous type,
you wouldn't have gotten this far.

The Blinker Assembly
Following is a diagram showing an exploded view of the eye assembly with the initial blinker hardware added.
The shells are not shown. The difference between this assembly and the one on the page describing the
Synchronizer is that this assembly replaces the washers beneath the eyeballs with blinker mounting brackets
and adds the blinker frames. Later you'll add blinker shells and some blinking linkage hardware.

Here's a diagram of one eyeball assembly showing the mounting bracket and blinker frame. The next procedures
explain how to make these parts.

Mounting Brackets
You'll make two mounting brackets. Each one is constructed from a 1/2" wide strip of sheet brass four inches
long. Use a gauge that is the same thickness as one of the two brass washers the two brackets replace.
The following diagram gives the dimensions of the bracket. These must be exact in order for the blinkers to
work properly. The 19 mm dimension is measured from the inside base of the bracket to the center of the blinker
frame's axle hole. 46 mm is from one inside wall to the other inside wall. 23 mm is from the inside wall to the
center of the eyeball's axle hole.

You must bend the 4" length of brass into the bracket shape and drill holes for the blinker frame and the eyeball
axle.
1. Cut a block of wood exactly 46 mm wide. Height and length are unimportant as long as the block is at
least an inch high.
2. Draw a line down the center of the top of the block to indicate where to drill the eyeball axle hole.
3. Draw a horizontal line on each of the sides of the block exactly 19 mm up from the bottom to indicate
where to drill the frame holes.

4. Bend the brass strip around the wood block.

5. Using the registration line on the top of the block, drill a 13/64" hole into the center of the strip for the
eyeball axle hole.
Note: When drilling into sheet brass, it helps to use a nail to punch a small dent into the brass where the
point of the drill bit starts. This keeps the drill bit from riding around on the smooth surface of the brass.
6. Using the two registration lines on the sides of the block, drill 1/16" holes into the bracket's two walls.
Center these holes in the strip.

Here is one of the two brackets. Make a second one just like the this one.

7. Use metal shears to trim the front of the leg that will be on the outer side of the assembly.
8. Grind this cut down with the bench grinder.
Removing this excess brass allows the assembly to fit inside the head. Note that you will still have to
carve away some of the head's inside wall to make room for the assembly as explained in Carving Some
Room Inside the Head (see below).

Blinker Frames
The two blinker frames are made from 1/16" brass rods. Each frame describes a semicircle with an inside
diameter of 40 mm as shown in the following diagram. The axle bends must occur on exactly the center line of
the 40 mm circle.

1. Draw a 40 mm circle on paper with a compass.
2. Draw a line through the center.
3. Bend the frame carefully by hand and with small pliers using the diagram you drew as a guide until you
have something that looks like the frame in the following picture.

4. You can use a 40 mm tournament ping pong ball as guide. But always use your compass-drawn picture to
ensure that the axle bends are properly positioned.

5. Trim the ends of the axles.
6. Insert the frame into the mounting bracket's frame axle holes as shown here.

7. The frame should move back and forth freely. If it does not, remove the frame and examine the axle bends
to ensure that they are true.
8. When the frame is properly installed in the bracket and when it moves freely without binding, trim the
ends of the outer axles almost flush with the bracket.

9. Disassemble the eye assembly.
10. Reassemble the eye assembly, replacing the washers beneath the eyeballs with the mounting brackets as
shown here.

Blinker Shells
Now you are ready to install the shells. To make the blinker shells see the article, Making Shell Blinkers (on
Puppets and Props website).
1. Place the shells on the assembly with their channels over the frames as shown in the next picture. Do not
glue them in place yet.
2. Ensure that the shells move up and down over the eyeballs when seated with their channels in the frames.
3. Ensure that the irises do not bulge out and interfere with the movement of the blinkers. If they do, you
must disassemble everything and deepen the countersunk holes for the irises.

Shell Linkage
1. With the shells positioned on the assembly, bend a length of 1/16" brass rod into the shape shown in the
next picture. The two protuding ends must be a distance apart equal to the distance between the holes in
the shells' linkage tabs when the shells are mounted on the assembly.

2. Insert the linkage into the shell tabs as shown here.

3. Mount the shells on the assembly with the linkage inserted.
4. Slide the linkage in and out of the shell tab holes until the linkage is properly aligned with the shells and
the shells are at the same level with respect to the irises.
5. Move the blinkers up and down to ensure that everything works smoothly. This is just a test procedure to
ensure that everything works.

Gluing the Blinker Assembly

Remove the brackets and frames from the platform, the shells from the frames, and the linkage from the shells so
you can glue the shells to the frames. Use Zap to glue the shells and frames. Don't try to use anything else. Read
article on Making Shell Blinkers in the Gluing Styrene section to understand why.

Gluing Shells to Frames
1. Put a shell on its frame and ensure that it is properly positioned. Be careful here. It's easy to get the shell
mounted in a slanted position. You want the front of the eyelid to be horizontal relative to the blinker
assembly.
2. Lower the lid until the shell is rolled down under the eyeball position (the eyeball itself is not in the
assembly at this time).
3. Use modelling clay as a support and position the assembly so that the curvature of the channel puts the
frame axle on the upslope. Careful not to get any Super Glue into the axle hole.
4. Sprinkle a tiny amount of baking soda into the channel.
5. Gently apply a trickle of Zap into the channel.
6. Wait about five seconds, turn the assembly around, and do the other half of the channel and frame.

7. When the Zap sets (almost right away) use fine sandpaper to clean any residue from the inside of the shell
and around the channel. This step eliminates any bumps that might interfere with the movement of the
shell.
8. Glue the other shell to its frame assembly the same way.
9. Reassemble the eye assembly.
10. Ensure that the blinkers independently travel up and down freely. If not, locate the problem area, take
everything apart, and fix the problem.

Gluing the Linkage to the Shell Tabs
1. With the shells installed onto the assembly, insert the ends of the frame linkage into the shell tabs.
2. Get it lined up properly and ensure that the blinkers still work freely.
3. Glue the shell tabs to the linkage ends with two part epoxy.
I know, I told you that stuff won't permanently stick to styrene, and it won't, but it doesn't have to. It does
stick to brass, and you are just building up the brass so it doesn't slide back and forth.
4. Put glue at the front of the tab where the linkage end sticks out and in the rear where it is inserted into the
tab.
A hint: Suspend the assembly upside down to glue the linkage to the tabs. Epoxy glue runs all over the place,
too. If the assembly is upside down, all the glue can do is drip on your workbench.

Gluing Brackets to Platform
This procedure glues the mounting brackets to the platform so that they do not rotate and alter the orientation of
the blinkers.
1. With the blinkers installed and working, remove the eyeballs to permanently afix the mounting brackets to
the platform.
2. Temporarily bolt the brackets in place.
3. Place a straight edge on the platform across the back of the bracket bases
4. Tighten the bolts to hold the brackets in place.
5. Put a layer of epoxy glue on the brackets and the platform. Be careful not to get any epoxy on or near the
bolts.
6. When the epoxy sets, remove the bolts.

Painting the Eyeballs
Paint the eyeballs as described in the Painting the Figure section. When the eyeballs are dry, glue the irises into
their holes with Elmer's glue and reassemble the eye assembly.

Preparing the Head
By now you've tried to slide the assembly into the head, and you find that it doesn't quite fit like it did before
you added the blinker assembly. In fact, it doesn't fit at all. Don't worry, you're not finished.

Carving Some Room Inside the Head
Fred's head does not have quite enough room for the eye mechanism with the blinker supports installed. You
must carve some notches inside the head alongside the outer corners of the eye openings as the following picture
shows. Carve these notches with an Xacto knife cutting away a little bit at a time. Insert the assembly after each
carving with the blinkers fully retracted until the eyes fit flush with the eye sockets as they did before you
installed the blinker assembly.

Modifying the Eye Openings
Okay, now the assembly fits but the blinkers won't close. That's because Fred comes with permanent open
eyelids sculpted into his head. You have to carve them out to make room for Fred's blinkers. Examine the eye
sockets from the front with the assembly in place in the head. Observe how much of Fred's permanent eyelids
are in the way.
Proceed slowly carving a little at a time from around the top of the eye, trying as you go along to see how close
you are and how much more you have to remove. The idea is to not carve too much and not have to put anything
back. If you do make a mistake and cut away too much, replace it with Apoxie Sculpt and proceed more
carefully after that.

Here's Fred with one eye carved out and the other one intact. Note that the carving goes up to but not above the
sculpted eyelid.

Carve so that there is minimal gap between the eyelids and the head. Allow enough gap so that the blinkers do
not rub or bind when they move up and down. Carve both eyes and test the blinker operation with the eye
assembly inserted in the head.
Installing blinkers this way is a retrofit because Fred's original design does not plan for them. The original eye
opening is sculpted to fit a 1 1/2" ball. The blinkers are going to add diameter to the upper halves of the
eyeballs, which means that the eye assembly must be moved back slightly to accommodate this additional space.
As a consequence, the lower halves of the eyeballs do not fit as snugly against the lower halves of the eye
openings. If you wish to compensate for this additional gap, build up the lower eye openings with Apoxie Sculpt.
Unless you are doing extremely close-up work, however, this modification is unnecessary. The extra gap is not
noticeable from normal performance distances.

Completing the Eye Assembly
You could stop now, but the blinkers wouldn't look realistic on Fred the way he is designed. Fred is the kind of
traditional "cheeky boy" character that has noticeable dark eyeliner to highlight his eyes. When his eyes are open
the eyeliner should surround the eyes. When his eyes close, the eyeliner on the lids should descend and the lids
should blend into the space above the eye opening with flesh tones.
To achieve this Jerry Mahoney look, you must modify the shape of the blinkers to conform to the shape of the
upper half of the eye opening and then add ridges to the blinkers.

Forming the Eyelid Edges
1. Insert the eye assembly into the head.
2. Lower the blinkers slightly.
3. Trace with a pencil the outlines of the eye openings on the blinkers.

4. Remove the eye assembly.
5. Disassemble the eye assembley
6. Trim the blinkers around the outlines you drew on them.
Here are the blinkers trimmed and back in the head without the eyeballs.

Adding Eyelid Ridges
1. With the assembly mounted in the head and the blinkers slightly lowered, draw the outline of the ridges on
the eyelids with pencil.
2. Remove the assembly.
3. Sculpt ridges onto the eyelids with Apoxie Sculpt .

4. Before the Apoxie Sculpt sets up, carefully insert the assembly into the head.
5. Ensure that the tops of the ridges touch the tops of the eye openings at the same time when the blinkers are
up.
6. Ensure also that the bottoms of the ridges touch the upper cheeks together when the blinkers are down.

7. Set the assembly aside and let the ridges set up.

Painting the Blinkers
Paint the eyelids and their ridges prior to permanently installing the eye assembly in the head. Read Mixing
Paint in the Painting the Figure section to mix the flesh tone paint for the complete project. Then read Painting
the Blinkers for instructions on painting the blinkers.
Reassemble the eye assembly with the painted blinkers installed.

Final Assembly
Using two 3/8" ignition wrenches, tighten the two nuts against one another so that the eyes move freely but there
is no wobble or up and down motion of the eyeballs.

Raising Eyebrows
Fred doesn't have raising eyebrows, but I have installed that feature on Fred figures as an option. The following
procedure describes how to to that.
Page 142 in Figure Making Can Be Fun has a discussion of eyebrows. My approach is similar to but different
from the design presented in the book. The main differences are:
1. I use a brass rod and lever mechanism rather than strings and dual pulleys to pull the eyebrows up
2. The inner mechanism is close to the face rather than toward the rear, which lets me use a single axle for
the internal levers for eyebrows and blinkers.
3. I insert the rods through the forehead at an inward and downward pointing angle to permit the eyebrows to
more closely follow the curvature of the brow when they raise.
Raising eyebrows are tricky to install, and the feature has disadvantages. First, you rarely use the feature,
although some ventriloquists overuse it. Second, the feature can be fragile, which means you have to pack and
handle the figure very carefully to keep the eyebrows from being damaged. Finally, the feature does not show
well in close-up performances. The external mechanism is obvious and usually unattractive when viewed
closely. Consequently, a figure with this feature is best used in a venue that does not place you close to the
audience.
Those problems notwithstanding, many ventriloquists like raising eyebrows, so here's how you add the feature to
Fred.

Eyebrow Frames
Eyebrow frames are built from 1/16" brass rods. Later you will mold eyebrows and glue them to the frames.
First, however, you must get the frames installed.
1. Sand the sculpted eyebrows from Fred's face.
2. Drill 3/32" holes into the forehead where the outer ends of the eyebrows will be.
This hole must point inward toward the center of the face and slightly downward so the eyebrows follow
the curvature of the brow when the eyebrows raise. You might have to experiment. If you make a mistake,
fill the hole with MagicSculp or Apoxie Sculpt and start over when the casting medium sets.
3. Cut two 1/2" lengths of 3/32" brass tube
4. Insert the tubes into the holes flush with the face.
5. Cut two lengths of 1/16" brass rod approximately 5 inches in length
6. Bend the rods to rougly form the eyebrows
7. Insert the rods into the tubes and observe the eyebrows in raised and lowered position.
8. Remove and rebend the rods until the eyebrows are naturally formed.
9. Ensure that the rods do not scrape the face.
Here is where you find out if the angle of the tubes is correct and whether you have to remove them and
redrill the holes.

10. Remove the frames from the face.
11. Secure the tubes to the inside of the face with glue or casting medium.
12. Wait for the glue or casting medium to set up.
13. Put the frames back into the face.
14. With the frames in their normal, lowered position, bend the brass rod inside the face so that they point at
each other.
15. Bend the ends of the inner frames into oval loops.
16. Attach the two loops with a spring. This spring returns the eyebrows to their normal lowered position.

17. Cut a lever from sheet brass. It must reach forward to just above the spring and back to where the string
comes up.
18. Drill three holes in the lever, a 1/16" hole on the foreward and, a hole in the center for the axle, and one at
the rear end for the string.
19. Bend a length of 1/16" rod into a fitting that attaches to the loops and that has a U-shaped bend to attach to
the lever. You must bend the rod after inserting it into the end of the lever.

The L-shaped lever to the left of the eyebrow lever in these pictures is for the blinkers, which are not yet
installed in this figure. The lever is pushed up to let you see the eyebrow mechanism.
20. Install the lever on the axle that supports blinkers.
21. Attach the string to the lever and run it down through the neck to a lever on the headstick.

Making the Eyebrows
The actual eyebrows on the face are sculpted from MagicSculp or Apoxie Sculpt. First you must prepare the
head.
1. Wrap some Saran Wrap around the face and over the eyebrow frames.
2. Use masking tape to hold the Saran Wrap in place.

Next, you sculpt the eyebrows.
3. Form the eyebrows over the Saran Wrap covered frames with the casting medium.
4. Leave space between the cast eyebrows and the brow to permit the eyebrows to raise and lower.
By casting the eyebrows this way, you ensure that they fit the frames later when you install them
permanently. The Saran Wrap prevents the cast eyebrows from prematurely adhering to the frames.

5. When the eyebrows have set up, remove them from the frames.
6. Paint the eyebrows sometime before you install them permanently on the frames.

7. Put a small length of masking tape on the backs of the eyebrows to temporarily hold them on the frames.

8. Raise and lower the eyebrows to ensure that they look and operate properly, adjusting the vertical bend of
the frames accordingly

9. After the face is painted, you can glue the eyebrows to the frames.

Installing Mechanics
This page explains how to install the mechanics in Fred's head and connect them to the linkages and controls on
the headstick.
Chapter 7 in Figure Making Can Be Fun includes descriptions of many kinds of controls and mechanics.

Mouth Movement Linkage
The jaw mechanism operates by a string connected to a lever on the headstick. The string feeds up through the
neck, across a pulley and is attached to a screw eye on the back of the lower jaw.
The pulley fits onto an axle as shown here. The axle is a 1/4" dowel. The pulley is the round nylon wheel from a
Sliding Screen Door Roller Assembly B-551 or 11116 available at most hardware stores.
The pulley's final position is at the left end of the axle directly behind the jaw's lower screw eye.
1. Cut a 3" (approximately) length of 1/4" dowel for the axle. The axle must fit horizontally inside the neck
against the inner neck walls behind the jaw.
2. Hand sand the axle so that the pulley turns freely when the axle is inserted through the pulley's hole.

3. Drill two 1/16" holes in the axle on either side of where the pulley goes.
4. Feed a loop of .18 guage copper wire through the holes and wrap them around the axle. This wire keeps
the string from slipping off the axle and is also a loop for the jaw's spring to connect to.

5. Install the axle in the neck as shown in the next picture.
6. Put the jaw in its pivot temporarily to ensure that you get the pulley lined up correctly.
7. Attach the axle to the inner walls with Apoxie Sculpt.

After completing this procedure and installing the string and spring, I learned that the string could still slip off
the pulley when the head was inverted. Since the pulley mechanism was already permanently installed and these
pictures were all taken (point of no return), I built up a ridge of Apoxie Sculpt behind the pulley on the rear
inner wall of the neck to retain the string.

Preliminary Painting
Before installing the mechanics, you must do at least some preliminary painting. Refer to 'Painting Fred'
section further down in this tutorial. Read Mixing Paint to see how to mix the paint for the project.
The inner mouth and lips must be painted before you install the jaw. The eye rims must be painted before
installing the eye assembly. Painting the Teeth, Gums, Lips and Tongue and Painting the Eye Rims,
Eyebrows and Upper Lip sections explain those procedures.

Installing the Jaw
1. Attach a length of nylon cord to the jaw lever that you installed on the headstick in the procecure
Installing the Lever. Don't fasten the string permanently to the lever yet; just tie it temporarily.
2. Run the cord into the inside of the head up through the hole you made in the neck in the procedure A Hole
for the Control String.

3. Feed the cord through the pulley from the rear and across the top of the pulley under the copper wire
retainer.
4. Feed the end of the string through the screw eye that you mounted on the jaw's bottom rear ledge in the
procedure String and Spring Screw Eyes.
5. Tie a knot in the end of the string to hold it in the screw eye.
6. Trim the string just past the knot.
7. Touch a lighted match to the trimmed end to melt the nylon and keep the string from fraying.
8. Insert the jaw axle into the tube that you installed in the jaw in the procedure Installing the Jaw Axle
Tube.
9. Place the two short tubes on the ends of the axle.
10. Mount the jaw in the head from the rear resting the two tubes in the slots that are cast in the head to
receive them.
11. Ensure that the jaw opens and shuts freely.

12. Pull the string taut at the lever and tie a knot in it so that the lever is horizontal when the mouth is closed.
13. Trim the string just past the knot at the lever.
14. Touch a lighted match to the trimmed end to melt the nylon and keep the string from fraying.

15. Center the jaw in the jaw opening.
16. Slide the two end tubes on the axle inward until they touch the ends of the long tube at the jaw.
17. Use Apoxie Sculpt to permanently bond the outer tubes to the slots on the insides of the head.

18. Attach a spring from the copper wire loop on the jaw pulley to the screw eye that you mounted on the tab
on the jaw's upper rear ledge in the procedure String and Spring Screw Eyes. .
19. Ensure that the mouth opens and closes freely when you manipulate the lever.

Installing the Eye Mechanism
There are two procedures to installing the eye mechanism: Installing the eye assembly that you build in the Eyes
part of this document. The second procedure installs the eye movement control rod. You do these two procedures
together.
1. Cut a length of 1/8" brass tube.
The length of the tube depends on where on the headstick you decided to place the eye movement control
on the headstick in the Control Configuration procedure. The tube reaches from just above the
horizonatal slot that you cut in the headstick in the Eye Control Rod Slot procedure up the vertical slot in
the same procedure, through the head, past the notches you cut in the jaw in the Notching the Jaw
procedure. The tube passes through the eye assembly's platform and is flush with the top of the plaform.
For Fred, the tube is 8 1/8" long.
2. Clean the ends of the tube with a 3/32" drill bit so that a 3/32" brass rod moves freely through the tube.
3. Cut a length of 3/32" brass rod long enough to reach through the tube with at least one inch at the
headstick end and about 3 1/2" at the other end.
4. Bend the brass rod into what looks like a hand crank as shown in the next picture. The perpendicular
section should be of the proper length that the upward bent end passes freely through the eye movement
linkage rod on the synchronizer when everything is installed.

5. Temporarily insert the eye assembly into the head on its shelves.
6. Run the brass tube up through the horizontal slot in the headstick until it touches the bottom of the
platform.
7. Mark on the platform where the tube touched the platform.
8. Remove both parts from the head.
9. Drill a 1/8" hole through the platform where you made the mark.
10. Feed the tube into the platform with its top end flush with the platform's upper surface.
11. Insert the crank shaped brass rod into the tube from the platform end.
12. Warp the eye assembly's centering springs to position the crank shape outside the synchro bar and up
through the linkage rod.
13. Using Apoxie Sculpt permanently attach the eye assembly to the inside of the head. Ensure that the eyes
and blinkers, if you installed them, move freely before making the final bond.
Note: You might have to build up the right shelf slightly for the platform to install precisely.

14. Cut a length of nylon tube and place it on the end of the rod. This tube keeps the mechanism from clicking
when you operate it.
15. Put a bead of Apoxie Sculpt on the end of the rod to hold the nylon tube in place.

16. At the headstick and with the eyes looking straight ahead, hold the tube and rod securely in place and bend
the rod at a 90 degree angle straight out away from the headstick.
17. Fill in the slot with DAP Wood Dough or Plastic Wood.
18. Sand the slot smooth when the wood filler sets.

19. Drill a 3/32" hole in a small wooden ball. (Available at craft stores where you find doll heads.)
20. Impale the small wooden ball onto the eye movement control rod.

21. Ensure that there the control knob has clearance to move the eyes fully from side to side.
22. If not, remove the knob and whittle away some of the headstick at the horizontal slot beneath where the
knob goes.
23. Replace and glue the knob in place.

Blinker Linkage
The blinker linkage blinks the eyes when you push down the blinker lever on the headstick. The following
diagram shows how the mechanism works.

Pulling the string pulls down the horizontal leg of the L-shaped rocker. The vertical leg pushes the top of the
blinkers forward, which closes the eyes. When you release the lever, the spring pulls the rocker back and opens
the eyes. The small pulley keeps the string from rubbing other parts of the mechanisms.
The blinker linkage consists of a brass rod axle, a brass L-shaped rocker, a brass tube for the axle to ride in and a
brass rod to connect the rocker to the linkage that you put on the blinkers in the Shell Linkage procedure.
1. Cut a 3 3/4" length of 3/32" brass rod.
2. cut a 1/2" length of 1/8" brass tube.
3. Cut a 4" length of 1/16" brass rod.
4. Bend the 4" rod into the shape shown in the picture.
5. Cut the rocker from an L shaped piece of sheet brass with metal shears. Make its long end 2" and its short
end 1 1/4".
6. Round the corners of the rocker with a bench grinder.
7. Drill 1/8" holes in the rocker's short end and at its corner.
8. Drill a 1/16" hole at its long end.

Insert the brass tube into the rocker at its corner.
Insert the axle rod into the tube.
Insert the 1/16" brass rod into the hole at the long end of the rocker.

1. Install the axle inside the head so that the long end of the rocker is vertical and is directly behind the rod
tab in the shell linkage. Adhere the axle to the sides of the head with Apoxie Sculpt.
2. Feed the bent end of the 1/16" rod into the shell linkage rod tab.
3. Fasten the 1/16" rod to the rod tab with .18 gauge copper wire.
4. Bend the rocker end of the 1/16" rod into a loop to hold it in place in the rocker and to form linkage for the
blinker mechanics' return spring.
5. Feed a length of nylon cord through the hole at the short end of the rocker.
6. Tie a knot in the cord to hold it in place.
7. Burn the end of the cord so it doesn't fray.

You'll have to be creative here. You need a way to keep the blinker string from rubbing against or impeding the
other mechanics. The best way is to make a small pulley assembly to route the blinker string down the side of
the head to the top of the headstick. I used a plastic pulley from a kit of RC airplane gears, wheels and pulleys
purchased from a hobby shop. The pulley axle is a length of brass tube flattened and bent at the ends. I used .18
gauge copper wire to hold the string on the pulley.

Attach the pulley to the side of the head with Apoxie Sculpt. Align the pulley for the minimum twist on the
string as it passes through the pulley.
If you can't make a pulley, use a screw eye. But be aware that a string pulling through a screw eye makes friction
on and wears the string. Eventually the string will wear thin and possibly break.

The blinker closing spring runs from the rear of the long end of the rocker to the inside of the trapdoor.
1. Screw a metal screw eye into the inside of the trapdoor directly behind where the lower end of the rocker's
long end will be when the trapdoor is installed.
2. Reinforce the screw eye with Apoxie Sculpt.
3. Set aside a spring that runs between the screw eye and the loop in the blinker linkage.

Here's Fred with his eyes closed.

Making Quiet Controls
Ventriloquist figures can be noisy as all that brass and wood rattles around inside the head. You want to
minimize the mechanical noise as much as possible.
1. Glue small pieces of sponge to the inside of the head where the eye movement synchro bar hits the side of
the head.
2. Apply White Lithium Grease to every thing that moves or rubs against anything else inside the head.
Squirt some on all the springs, brass fixtures, screws, washers, anywhere.

Closing the Head
1. Stretch the blinker spring between the loop on the blinker linkage at the bottom of the rocker's long end
and the screw eye in the trapdoor.

2. Position the trapdoor in place with its lower tab inserted into the head at the neck.
3. Screw the trapdoor to the back of the head.

Body Construction
The procedures in the next few pages show how to build Fred's body.
Chapter 8. Painting and Body Construction in Figure Making Can Be Fun explains several options for building
figure bodies.
Fred's head has the right dimensions for a size 4 body and that is what we will make. See the article Body
Dimensions for Size 3 and 4 Figures (on the Puppets and Props website/How To/Figure Making) for a
discussion of body sizes.
Fred's dimensions are close to the size 4 specifications in the article. I used the templates for the shoulder and
seat pieces from Mike's book, which have slightly different dimensions than those in the article. I used the arm
and leg lengths from the size 4 example in the article.
My own version of Fred, Jayjay, whose picture is in the Rogues Gallery (near the end of this tutorial), uses the
Conrad Hartz size 4 body shown in the article.

Torso
The torso is the body without arms and legs. You'll learn to build them later. You can buy a prefabricated torso or
build your own. When I built Fred for this project, prefabricated torsos were not available. Now they are.

Buying a Prefabricated Torso
Here's a picture of the prefabricated torso available from Puppets and Props. If you buy one of these, you don't
need to read further on this page and can proceed to read about how to build Arms and Legs further down in the
tutorial.

Building Your Own Torso
Fred's torso is made of wood. The seat and shoulders are made from 1x6 pine shelving, which is actually 3/4"
thick. You'll need at least a three foot length.
Chapter 8. Painting and Body Construction in Figure Making Can Be Fun explains several options for building
figure bodies. The Fred project uses body style 3 shown on page 168 and the seat and shoulder patterns on pages
175 and 176.

The Seat Piece
1. Cut the seat from the shelving as an oval 4 1/2 " wide by 9 " long.
2. Sand the edges of the seat.

The Shoulder Piece
1. Cut out two pieces using shoulder pattern as ovals 5" wide by 11" long.
2. Cut the ends off one oval. The ends are 3" long.
3. Discard the middle part of the oval from which you cut the ends.

4. Cut out the neck socket as a 2 /12" diameter circle in the center of the shoulder oval.
5. Position the ends on the ends of the shoulder oval.

6. Glue the ends in place.
7. Clamp the glued ends until the glue sets.

8. Round the shoulder piece with a wood rasp.
9. Round the neck socket with a wood rasp.
10. Sand the shoulder piece smooth.

The Rib Cage
Fred's rib cage is made from 3/8" dowels. See the note at the end of this page about the number of ribs.
1. Drill seven 3/8" holes in the shoulder piece. Don't drill all the way through.
2. Drill seven corresponding 3/8" holes in the seat. Don't drill all the way through.

3. Cut the torso's seven ribs from 3/8 " dowel
cut six 11 1/4" lengths of 3/8" dowel.
cut one 12 1/4" length of 3/8" dowel.

4. Put carpenter's glue in the holes in the seat.
5. Insert the longer dowel into the center front hole of the seat.
6. Insert the other dowels into the other holes of the seat.
7. Put carpenter's glue in the holes in the shoulder piece.
8. Fit the shoulder piece onto the tops of the seven dowels.
9. Tap the shoulder piece into place with a mallot.
10. Ensure that the torso is symmetrical.
11. Put the torso aside for the glue to set.

Lining the Neck Socket
The neck socket has a lining of chamois cloth to reduce friction, which can wear the neck paint, and noise,
which would distract from the performance, when you move the head.
1. Cut a circle of chamois cloth 4" in diameter.
2. Cut slits in the center of the circle to form an opening for the headstick.
3. Glue the circle to the shoulder piece.

Padding the Torso
1. Cut out a piece of cotton batting the height of the exposed dowel ribs and long enough to wrap completely
around the front and sides of the torso.
2. Cut out a piece of muslin batting wide enough to reach around the ribs past the rear two ribs and about 12"
tall.
3. Wrap the cotton batting around the torso.
4. Wrap the muslin over the batting.
5. Staple the muslin to the shoulder piece at the top and seat edges at the bottom.
6. Put a bead of glue down both rear ribs.
7. Stretch the muslin over the glued ribs and clamp it with clothespins.
8. When the glue sets, remove the clothespins.
9. Sew a stitch up the muslin behind the ribs to secure the muslin.
10. Trim the excess muslin.

There's more padding to be added to the torso, specifically the shoulder and seat padding. You'll do that after you
add the arms and legs in the next procedure.
Note: Two More Ribs?

If Fred is going to wear only a sweater or thin shirt you might want to add two more ribs on either side of the
back. As I built him, he might look to thin in profile if he is wearing a turtleneck shirt, for example.

The Headstick Lock
Install a large cup hook in the seat piece at about its center. You can attach a large rubber band later for a
headstick lock that connects to the cup hook at the base of the headstick.

Arms and Legs
In this procedure you build arms and legs and install them on the torso. Page 169 in Chapter 8. Painting and
Body Construction in Figure Making Can Be Fun discusses arms and legs. The Fred project follows those
procedures closely and uses the dimensions for the size 4 body shown in the article Body Dimensions for Size 3
and 4 Figures (on the Puppets and Props website/How To/Figure Making).

Arms
Each arm is a tube made from muslin and filled with polyester fiber stuffing. The length of the tube is a function
of the desired arm length (15 inches) and the length of the hands (7 inches if you use the Pro Ventriloquist
Dummy Hands kit, which this project uses) plus some additional length at either end for attaching to the
shoulders and hands.

Making the Arms
Do the following procedure twice, once for each arm.
1. Cut a rectangle of muslin 12" by 7".
2. Fold the rectangle over to form the arm.
3. Stitch the arm into a tube with a 1/2" hem.

This procedure assumes you are using the Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Hands kit, which have a 6 inch wrist
circumference. If you use different hands, the circumference of the muslin arm tubes not including the hem
must fit those hands.
4. Turn the tube outside out.
5. Sew a horizontal stitch 6 inches from either end of the arm tube. This stitch is the figure's elbow.
6. Fill the bicep end of the arm with polyester fiber stuffing up to 4 inches up from the elbow. This stuffing
can be loosely packed.

7. Sew a horizontal stitch 4 inches up from the elbow, which is 2 inches from the upper end. This stitch
keeps the stuffing in place.
8. Sew a stitch across the very top of the arm tube to prevent fraying. There should now be an unfilled end at
the top 2 inches long, which will attach the arm to the shoulder.
9. Fill the forearm end of the arm with polyester fiber stuffing to 4 inches down from the elbow. This stuffing
can be loosely packed. Leave the hand end of the arm unsewn so you can attach the hand later.

Attaching the Arms
1. Staple the unfilled ends of the arms above the bicep onto the ends of the shoulder piece.

2. If you are using the Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Body kit for the torso, hammer the sharp staple ends down
inside the body.

Shoulder Padding
1. Cut out a shoulder pad from cotton batting in the shape of and slightly smaller than the shoulder piece.
The hole should be larger than the shoulder piece's hole.
2. Cut a shoulder piece cover from muslin about the same size as the shoulder piece.
3. Place the shoulder pad on the shoulder piece.
4. Place the shoulder cover on the shoulder piece.

5. staple the shoulder piece cover onto the shoulder piece.
6. Ensure that the staples around the neck socket are far enough back from the socket to prevent the neck
from rubbing them.

Legs
You have two ways to make the legs: with and without sculpted bare feet.

Making the Legs with the Bare Feet Option
First you need some feet. You can make your own or you can buy some feet from the Puppets and Props Pro
Ventriloquist Dummy Feet web page. Fred as built for this project did not use this option, but I've added the
procedures here for installing the feet.
This procedure is almost the same as building arms described above.
Do the following procedure twice, once for each leg.
1. Cut a rectangle of muslin 17" by 9".
2. Fold the rectangle over to form the leg.
3. Stitch the arm into a tube with a 1/2" hem at the top tapering the hem so that the bottom width has a
circumference of 7"

This procedure assumes you are using the Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Feet kit, which have a 7 inch calf
circumference. If you use different feet, the circumference of the muslin leg tubes not including the hem
must fit those feet.
4. Turn the tube outside out.
5. Sew a horizontal stitch across the front of the leg 8 inches down from the top. This stitch is the figure's
knee.
6. Fill the thigh end of the leg with polyester fiber stuffing up to 6 inches up from the knee. This stuffing can
be loosely packed.
7. Sew a horizontal stitch 6 inches up from the knee, which is 2 inches from the upper end. This stitch keeps
the stuffing in place.
8. Sew a stitch across the very top of the leg tube to prevent fraying. There should now be an unfilled end at
the top 2 inches long, which will attach the leg to the seat.
9. Fill the calf end of the leg with polyester fiber stuffing to 3 1/2 inches down from the knee. This stuffing
must be tightly packed. Leave the foot end of the leg unsewn so you can attach the foot later.

Making the Legs without Bare Feet
Each leg is a sock shape made from muslin and filled with polyester fiber stuffing. The length of the leg is a
function of the desired leg length (18 inches) plus some additional length at the top for attaching the legs to the
seat piece.

Do the following procedure twice, once for each leg.
1. Start with a piece of muslin at least 14" x 20".
2. Cut out the leg as shown in the following diagram.

3. Fold the muslin at the back of the leg.
4. Sew the leg closed with a 1/2 inch hem as shown in this diagram.

5. Trim the excess hem.
6. Notch the instep so the hem does not bunch up.
7. Turn the leg outside out.
8. Fill the foot and shin/calf with polyester fiber stuffing up to 12 inches above the bottom of the foot. This
stuffing should be tightly packed.
9. Sew a horizontal stitch across the front of the leg 12 inches above the bottom of the foot. This stitch is the
figure's knee.

The knee stitch is critical. You must make it directly across the front of the leg as the foot sticks forward.
Otherwise the foot will aim inward or outward unnaturally.
10. Fill the thigh with polyester fiber stuffing up to 6 inches above the knee. This stuffing can be more loosely
packed than the foot and thigh, but, being the figure's thigh, it should not be too spindly.
11. Sew a horizontal stitch across the front of the thigh 6 inches above the knee.
The thigh stitch is critical, too. As with the knee stitch, the thigh stitch must be directly across the front of
the leg as the foot sticks forward.
12. Sew a stitch across the very top of the thigh part to prevent fraying. There should now be an unfilled end
at the top about 2 inches long, which will attach the leg to the seat piece.

Attaching the Legs
1. Turn the torso upside down.
2. Staple the part of the legs above the thigh onto bottom of the seat piece.

3. If you are using the Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Body kit for the torso, hammer the sharp staple ends down
inside the body as you did with the arms.:

Seat Padding
1. Cut out an oval of cotton batting the shape of the seat piece and slightly smaller.
2. Cut an oval of muslin the same shape and size as the seat piece.

3. Place the batting on the bottom of the seat.
4. staple the muslim oval onto the seat piece.

The body is almost complete. It will be when you finish and attach the hands and feet in the next procedure.

Hands and Feet
Hands and feet are difficult to build but easy to buy. Many figures don't have bare feet and always wear shoes.
Fred, as built for this project does not have feet, but I added them to Jayjay when they became available. This
procedure explains how to to that.

Building Hands and Feet
The hands and feet are the easy part. If you are using the Pro Ventriloquist Dummy Hands and Pro Ventriloquist
Dummy Feet available from Puppets and Props, following preparation there's nothing more to do here in the way
of building hands.

Preparing the Kit Hands and Feet
1. Clean the hands and feet according to the instructions that come with the kits.
2. Carefully sand the hands and feet to remove all traces of seams from the casting process.
3. Clean them again to remove dust from the sanding.
4. Proceed to the painting procedure.

You can build your own hands by using the procedure described in Let's Give That Dummy A Hand. If you do
that, make sure that the hands you build are narrow enough for whatever sleeves are on the shirt and jacket you
choose in Dressing Fred further down in this tutorial.
You can even use a pair of stuffed gloves for hands, but why do that when everything else about this project is
built at a professional level?

Painting the Hands and Feet
Paint the hands and feet by using the procedures in Painting the Hands and Feet in the Painting Fred section.

Installing the Hands
1. Insert the hands into the arms at the wrists.
2. Ensure that, when installed, both hands are the same distance from the shoulders.

3. Wrap .18 gauge copper wire around the arm muslin at the wrist slots on the hands.
4. Twist the ends of the copper wire.
5. Flatten the twisted ends against the wrists.

6. Fold the muslin back over the copper wire.

Installing the Feet
This procedure is just like the hand installation.
1. Insert the feet into the legs at the calves.
2. Ensure that, when installed, both feet are the same distance from the seat.
3. Wrap .18 gauge copper wire around the leg muslin at the calf slots on the feet.
4. Twist the ends of the copper wire.
5. Flatten the twisted ends against the calves.

Here's a body with its arms, legs, hands and feet installed, ready for a head and some clothes.

Painting Fred
This page addresses painting the figure. You don't do it all at once. You must do some of the painting before
assembly, some during, and some after. The individual construction pages tell you when you have to paint
something and refer to this page for the details. Chapter 8 of Figure Making Can Be Fun includes a detailed
discussion of figure painting in general.

Mixing Paint
You have three different paints to mix, the flesh tone for the face, hands and feet, a brownish mixture for the eye
rims and eyebrows, and a red tone for the lips, gums and tongue. Mix each of these colors in advance and store
them in sealable containers. Mix more than you need for this project and make sure it's stored in airtight
containers. Make sure, too, that you wipe the lids and container rims clean before you close the containers so the
lids don't seal closed when the paint dries.

You won't use all the paint of any color at one setting and you want to keep some of each color over the years so
you can touch up your figure as it wears with use. Someday, too, it will need repainting.
I use only acrylic artists paint for these projects. It dries fast and cleans up with soap and water, and you can thin
it with water.
If you use the tubed artist's acrylic paints, dilute the mixed paint with water after you have the color you want.
You want the consistency of cream. Thicker acrylic paint does not bond well to the urethane casting medium of
Fred's head, hands and feet.
Sand all urethane surfaces with 100 grit sandpaper before painting. Clean the part after sanding and before
painting with dishwashing detergent and water. Let it dry thoroughly.
If you are using acrylic paint, do not use primer of any kind. Acrylic paint does not adhere well to primers.
For any of these colors, when you think you have the mix you want, paint some on a sanded surface, seal the
mixed jar of paint, and wait for the paint to dry. The color is slightly different when the paint has dried flat.
Spray the test sample with clear matte finish acrylic sealer. If the color is not what you want, open the container
and do some more mixing.
I won't try to show examples, because digital photography and color displays are imperfect. The best thing for
you to do is find a figure that looks the way you want yours to look and mix your paints to achieve those tones.

Flesh Tones
There are many different flesh tone mixtures for ventriloquist figures. Every figure maker has his or her own
preferred mixture. Fred is a Caucasion boy, and there are many choices for this mix.
The two main ingredients for a Caucasian flesh tone are white and Burnt Sienna. Start with a lot of white and
add Burnt Sienna, mixing it in until you get the tone you prefer. If you like the orange effect that Frank Marshall
got, mix in lots of Naples Yellow. This color was considered ideal for the bright lighting of a stage performance
and showed up well on television, too.
You can add red to get more of a blush, but that might be premature. Later, you'll add highlights to the painted
face and hands, and the blush is not needed before that.

Eyebrows and Eye Rims
Usually these are brown. A mix of Burnt Sienna and a darker brown should provide a shade you will like. Even
a figure with blonde hair should have brown eyebrows and eye rims so they stand out to an audience.

Lips, Gums, Tongue
Some people like to use pink, some like dark red, some like other things. I like the color that comes on the Jerry
Mahoney replica figures and strive to match that tone. It involves a mix of Cadmium Red Deep, Cadmium Red
Light, Burnt Sienna and white. I don't know the ratios; I just keep mixing colors in until I get the tone I prefer. I
have a jarful of it now, enough for all the figures I'm likely to make in the next few years. I didn't plan it that
way. I just kept adding paint and mixing until I saw what I wanted. By then it was a jarful.

Brushes
I use those cheap sponge brushes that you can get in the paint department at the hardware store for applying
most of the paint.
For adding the last coat of flesh tone and blending highlight into the face, I use a stippling brush. The only thing
is, if you ask a clerk in a craft store for a stippling brush, you are met with a blank stare. If you ask a clerk in a
paint store you get something too big that they use to add a textured effect to plastered walls.
A stippling brush looks like this. It's bristles are flattened on the bottom with a round shape. Sometimes they call
it a "stencil" brush. Print this page and show the picture to the clerk.

For the detailed edges of lips, eye rims, and eyebrows, use an expensive artist's brush with a fine, pointed tip.
Don't be fooled by the displays of cheaper brushes in craft stores. They look pointy, but when you flex the
bristles to use the brush, they spread out. You can also use a good brush with a flat edge. Pay the extra money for
some fine brushes for detail work.

Painting the Eyeballs
(If you use the Brose eyeball kits, you can ignore this procedure.)
Apply one primer (Krylon spray Primer) coat to the eyeballs, and brush it on, don't spray it on. You don't want to
be priming the centering springs.
The eyeballs are, of course, white unless you are making a very sick figure. You need to paint only the parts that
are visible through the eye openings allowing for full eye movement in both directions.
Don't apply more than two coats of paint to the eyeballs if you are installing shell blinkers. Too much paint
buildup could interfere with the shells' action.
I'm using blue transparent plastic irises for Fred, so I painted the countersunk iris holes deep blue to show
through.

When the painted eyeballs are dry, spray them with Krylon Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating. This coating protects
the eyeballs and gives them a shine that makes them look more real. Apply this coat before you insert the irises.

Painting the Blinkers

Paint the blinker eyelids with two coats of the flesh tone. Paint the ridges with the brown tone.

Painting the Teeth, Gums, Lips and Tongue
Paint the lips and inner mouth with the red tone. Paint the teeth white. When the teeth are dry, mix some white
paint and red tone together to get a pink tone. Use a fine brush or a toothpick (appropriately enough) to paint the
gum area between the teeth.

Painting the Face
Paint the head with the flesh tone. Apply at least five coats to the face and especially to the ball of the neck,
which takes a beating when you move the head around.
Paint the jaw, too, with flesh tone avoiding the lower lip area. You will probably need to do some touchup in the
space where the lower lip meets the flesh tone of the jaw.
Some builders don't bother painting the trapdoor (the removeable back of the head) because it's hidden by the
wig. I prefer to paint it.

Painting the Eye Rims, Eyebrows, Upper Lip
Paint the upper lip the same color as the lower lip. Paint the eyebrows with the brown tone. The head has
sculpted eyebrows, so paint them carefully with brown tone.

The eye rims need special attention. If you are not installing blinkers, just paint the rims all around the eye
openings. If you are installing blinkers, paint the lower edges of the eye rims and up either side to where the
blinkers' ridges will be visible when the eyes are open.

Highlights
You can leave Fred's face the way it is, or you can add highlight to his forehead, nose, cheeks, chin, ears and
neck, giving him a rosier complexion that adds contrast to his face especially under stage lighting conditions.
1. Put a sizeable quantity of flesh tone on a palette. I use an old piece of wood as a palette.
2. Squirt a small amount of Cadmium Red Light off to the side on the palette.
3. Use a stipple brush to stipple flesh tones on a part of the face you want to highlight.
4. Be careful to avoid the lips, eyebrows, eye openings and eyeballs.
5. Put a small amount of Cadmium Red Light onto another stipple brush.
6. Dab the brush onto the palette until the red is light in texture.
7. Stipple the red into the wet flesh tone, moving away from the area where the highlight is to be at its most
intensive.
8. Once again, be careful to avoid the lips, eyebrows, eye openings and eyeballs.
9. Repeat this procedure for all the areas to be highlighted.

Painting the Hands and Feet
1. Paint the hands and feet with flesh tone. Apply several coats allowing each coat to dry before applying the
next.

The more coats of paint you use on the hands and feet the better. Hands take a lot of punishment swinging
around, banging on the surfaces on which you sit the figure, and so on. Feet, too, particularly if you
change the shoes often.
2. Highlight the fleshy parts and knuckles.
3. Many figure makers paint the nails with a lighter flesh tone than the rest of the skin. You can make a
lighter tone by mixing white with the flesh tone you already have.

The Finishing Touch
Some figure makers allow the final, stippled coat of paint to be the finishing coat on the face and hands. I prefer
a slight glow to the complexion. To get that glow I use Krylon Matte Finish in a spray can, applying one coat to
the final finished face and hands.

The Wig
Where do you get a wig? Check the sources in the Suppliers section (near the beginning of this tutorial). The
very best wig for a ventriloquist figure is an expensive child's wig that fits with no modification. When money is
no object, or when nothing but the best will do for your partner, go for the top of the line.
If you buy an adult wig, you'll have to modify it. I'll explain what I did for Fred, but what you do will depend on
the wig you select and the look you want for your figure.
You can pay a lot of money for a new adult wig, or you can get a cheap one. I prefer to get a cheap one that
someone else paid a lot of money for. Every time I visit a thrift shop I ask about wigs. People (female-type
people) often find they rarely wear that expensive wig they bought on impulse, and they donate it to charity
because no one else wants it. The wig I chose for Fred cost $1 in a Salvation Army thrift shop. It is an adult
female wig. I prefer wigs that have sideburn tabs, and this one does. I had to fit it and cut it. Here is Fred
wearing the wig the way I got it.

The first step is to comb the wig the way its going to be combed for Fred. Many wigs are configured for a part
on the left side. Here's Fred with a roughly combed mop.

If you want that much hair, fine. I prefer a haircut that looks like what a little boy would have when he's just
about due for another trip to the barber. First, this wig has too much long hair in the back. To eliminate it, I cut
off the rear part of the wig skull cap just above the label and below the adjustment straps.

I also cut off the straps. They're not useful in this application. When you tighten them to make the wig fit better,
the wig bulges on either side in the rear. Instead, I cut a wedge out of the back of the wig in the center.

I closed the wedge and stitched the two sides together with brown thread. Then I added Velcro strips at the
critical places on the wig. I stitched the Velcro strips to the wig and used adhesive strips on the head.

Some figure makers use hot glue to attach the wig. Others staple the wig to the head casting. Velcro is less messy
than either of those ways and makes it easier to remove the wig to do some maintenance.
A Hartz or Selberg figure is not likely to need maintenance any time soon. But remember, you built this one
yourself. Chances are you'll be opening the head more than once in the days to come. Use Velcro.
Here's Fred's bald head with the velcro loop strips in place.

I put the wig on Fred and cut Fred's hair. I can't teach you to be a barber, because I am not one. I kind of did
what I've seen my barber do and it doesn't look too bad. Here's the procedure I used:
1. Trim the back of the wig square across the back of the neck
2. Trim around the sideburns and down the sides behind the ears
3. To shorten the hair overall, repeat these steps starting at the lower (longest) lengths of the wig
Grasp a strand of hair between your forefinger and middle finger with the fingers pointing down
Pull the hair away from the head so it points outward
Trim the hair by cutting upward with scissors in your other hand
Repeat these steps moving around the head at the same horizontal level
4. Repeat the procedure above at the next higher level on the head.
5. Continue doing this until the hair is the length you want.
I don't mind chopping away on a one dollar wig no matter what it cost the original owner. I'd be very reluctant
to take shears to something I paid a lot of money for. Some builders take their figures to the barber or a

hairdresser. I've heard good and bad reports from their experiences. Remember, whatever gets cut off won't grow
back.
Following are four views of Fred with a full head of hair.

Dressing Fred

Fred's construction is complete now. The only problem is, he's naked. When you purchase a figure from many of
the pros, this is how he arrives at your house. Well, we can't leave Fred like this. The poor guy needs some
threads.
This page is about dressing Fred. Clothes make the man and clothes make the figure. Like real people, a figure's
character and personality are defined by how he dresses.
It is common to see popular ventriloquist figures dressed differently depending on the circumstances of the
performance. Charlie McCarthy and Jerry Mahoney had many costumes. Charlie's most recognizeable outfit is
the full dress formal outfit with white tie, tails, top hat, white vest and patent leather shoes. Jerry Mahoney is
best remembered in the grey and green suit with the wide lapels that Paul Winchell's tailor father made
especially for Jerry. Danny O'Day usually dresses these days in a dapper gray suit, but he spent much of his
career wearing a gas station attendant's uniform. Max Terhune's Elmer Sneezewood always wore cowboy clothes
even down to the chaps and cowboy boots.

How Should Fred Dress?
Fred is a little boy, maybe twelve years old, and he can dress accordingly. Twelve year old boys typically wear
blue jeans, sneakers, and T shirts. Fred has some limiting factors, however. His arms and legs are not real skin,
so he won't be wearing short pants and short sleeve shirts. His chest is not real skin, so open collars don't work
well.
Turtle neck sweaters work well on figures such as Fred. The long sleeves cover his muslin arms and the turtle
necks wrap nicely around his ball and socket neck disguising his muslin and wood chest.
Fred's dress might depend on your performance venue. If you perform at a formal function, Fred should dress
formally, and so should you. If you perform at a picnic, less formal wear is appropriate.
Willie Tyler is reported to have said that he tries to dress one increment above the audience. If the audience
dresses casually in shorts, T-shirts and flip-flops, Willie and Lester wear open collar shirts and slacks. If the
audience wears shirts and slacks, Willie and Lester wear sports jackets and ties. If the audience is in jackets and

ties, Willie and Lester wear suits. When the crowd is in suits, the performers wear tuxes, and if the dress is black
tie formal, Willie opts for white tie and tails.
Here are some pictures of Fred wearing various outfits.

It is not unusual for a ventriloquist to have several bodies for the figure to accommodate fast costume changes
and to avoid having to redress the figure for every different kind of performance. In the spirit of that tradition, I
took these pictures by putting Fred's head on the bodies of other figures who happened to be sitting around the
shop.
Often the ventiloquist and the figure dress alike. A common outfit is blue blazer, gray slacks, black shoes and
socks, white shirt, red tie. This uniform fits many performance venues.

Accessories
You can enhance Fred's appearance with eyeglasses, sunglasses, a baseball cap, a top hat, belts, military medals,
funny pins, and so on.
Whatever else you do, unless he's barefoot, please put socks on Fred. I've seen too many ventriloquist figures
without socks. Supposedly the muslin looks enough like socks that the ventriloquist doesn't bother with the real
thing. No it doesn't. It looks like muslin. You can see the stitches. It looks phoney and cheap. Socks aren't that
expensive. Get some.

Shoes
Keep the shoes lightweight. Heavy shoes make the figure heavy and pull down on the legs giving the figure an
unnatural look. Boys' sneakers are best. Unless you are in formal attire, sneakers go with everything on a figure,
including a suit.

Finding Clothes
Fred wears size 4 boy's clothing. The best place to find clothes that size are from people who have a little boy.
One little boy. Usually if they have more than one, the clothes have been handed down and are completely worn
out by the time the family is done with them.
Yard and garage sales, thrift shops, and family members are all good resources for kids clothes. Take along a
tape measure. Often the size tags are missing (or misleading).
I've found several blue blazers at the local Salvation Army Thrift Store. White dress shirts are common there,
too.
Most towns of any size have at least one store that sells formal clothing and dress-up suits for children. These
outfits can be expensive. I paid $75 for Jayjay's tuxedo. Sometimes you can find used formal and dress-up
outfits. Parents buy a suit or tux for their boy for one specific occasion, such as a wedding or Easter, and the
little boy outgrows it before he needs to wear it again.
Costume shops have many different kinds of outfits for children. Around Halloween many malls feature
specialty costume stores. You can usually get some real bargains the day after Halloween.

Alterations
There are two alterations you might have to make. One is the slit in the back so you can get your hand inside to
operate Fred. If you can't sew, get someone who can to cut and hem the slit. If you just chop away with a pair of
scissors, the slit will fray and you'll have a raggedy edge back there.
Jimmy Nelson tells the story that whenever he sent out Danny's suits for cleaning, the cleaners would sew the
jacket slit shut figuring they'd somehow caused it to come apart.
If Fred's upper clothing is layered--shirt and jacket, for example--make a bigger opening in the inner garment so
your hand doesn't get tangled in all those layers of clothing.
The other alteration is at the waistline. Unless the pants have an elastic waistband, size four pants don't usually
fit around the seat piece. You could make the seat piece smaller, but then Fred might not sit up without support.
To alter the pants, cut a slit in the back from the waistband down to make the waist opening larger. Hem the slit
so it doesn't fray. If people are likely to be seeing you from behind, select a shirt or sweater that covers this
alteration. People don't mind seeing your hand in the back--they expect that--but seeing the wooden butt kind of
detracts from the illusion.
Unless Fred will always wear the same outfit, or unless you have many permanently dressed bodies for Fred,
you probably don't want to permanently attach his clothing. If you have to attach his pants to his body in the
back, for example, consider using Velcro to hold them in place to facilitate changing his costume.
Often the shirt or jacket that fits the torso has sleeves too long for the arms. You can bunch up a shirt sleeve, but
jackets need to be altered. The size 4 dimensions I used for Fred fit perfectly an off-the-rack size 4 jacket, but
not all garments are the same. If it's a nice jacket, consider a professional alteration.

Fred's Threads
Given all those options for clothing and decisions to make, here is the outfit I chose as Fred's signature look.
This is his own body and these are his own clothes.

<
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Rogues Gallery
This page features figures built from the Fred Head Casting and other cast dummy parts available from Puppets
and Props. As more figures are built, I'll add them to this page.

Jayjay
Jayjay is my personal figure made from the Fred kit. I built Jayjay by using the procedures described on this web
site.

I gave Jayjay a minor facelift to give him a unique appearance and make him look more like what I prefer in my
own ventriloquist figure.

The Original Fred
This figure is the prototype Fred, built by Mike Brose and featured on his Head Casting Kit web site. The
original Fred was recently sold on an ebay auction.

Luke and Marcus
Luke and Marcus were built by Arthur Martello. Arthur has built figures from scratch and is skilled at making
professional figures from the toy ventriloquist figures that were popular with children many years ago. Arthur's
website includes examples of his work.

Ace
Ace was built by Gerry Snelson, an English professor at Frostburg State University in Maryland. Visit Gerry's
web site to read about his many interests and to see some of his other ventriloquist figures.

Willie
Willie is the creation of Tom Rogers.

Dino Martini
Bob Jolley of Savannah, GA built Dino. Dino and Jayjay, my figure shown in the video at the top of this page,
have something in common. They both use size 4T bodies from Conrad Hartz and wear tuxedos.

Ricky the Recruiter
Ted Northrup, shown here with Ricky and Lu Parker, built Ricky mainly to be an Air Force Recruiter. In this
picture Ricky wears his Cub Scout uniform as he helps with a local annual popcorn fund raiser. Lu Parker is a
local newscaster in San Antonio, Texas and was Miss USA, 1994.

Natalie
Here's Natalie, the first young lady to appear in the gallery. She was built by Eric Alexander.

John Doe
We call him John Doe because he has no name yet. He was built by Frank Hedgecock and put up for sale on
ebay. Frank builds custom figures for sale.

Shirly
Ventriloquist and magician Roger Carroll built Shirly by using the head, eyes and hands kits from Puppets and
Props. Roger used some of the procedures in the Fred website (this one) along with Mike Brose's book, Figure
Making Can Be Fun. Check out Roger's website to see his collection of "cohorts."

Joske
Joske was built by Jacques Thijs of Antwerp, Belgium.

Paco
Paco is the creation of Dr. Rod Smith, the Executive Director of the Honduras Baptist Dental Mission. Paco is a
Spanish/English speaking Mariachi.

Jerry O'Toole
Brian Tiernan built Jerry. Look closely and you can see that Brian gave Jerry a facelift like the one I gave Jayjay.
He modified Jerry's nose and chin and made the eyebrows narrower. I particularly like the Jerry Mahoney wig,
which Brian got in a local costume shop. Brian says, "He really works well and he's earning his keep."

Jeff
Kirk Wickizer is shown here with Jeff, a figure he made with the Brose kits. As you can see, Jeff did a major
facelift. Jeff has raising eyebrows.

Fred, Himself
And, last but not least, there is Fred, the fellow featured in the Fred Project, the subject of this web site. Fred was
recently auctioned on ebay and is enjoying his new home in San Francisco.

